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Current treatments for anxiety disorders with demonstrated
efficacy in youths include selective serotonin reuptake in-
hibitors (SSRIs) and cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT).
When used in the treatment of child and adolescent anxi-
ety disorders, they have response rates of 50%270% (1, 2).
Combined treatment with an SSRI and CBT offers re-
sponse rates as high as 80% (1). Remission rates are lower, but
the rate exceeds 50% over time for SSRI or CBT and is ap-
proximately 70% for the combination treatment (3). These
response and remission rates are soundly above the “cup
half full” level. Yet they also leavemany youths with partially
responsive or unresponsive anxiety disorders despite state-
of-the-art treatment. Therefore, an augmentation treatment
boosting the overall response and remission rates, especially
one that works through a different mechanism, would be
of great clinical and scientific interest.

The article by White et al. in this issue (4) looks at aug-
mentation of standard CBT for anxiety disorders in youths
with either attention bias modification treatment (ABMT)
or a placebo ABMT treatment, examining the relationship
between amygdala-insula connectivity findings on the dot-
probe imaging task and treatment outcome.

Youthswith anxiety disorders show implicit or involuntary
bias toward threatening pictures (typically pictures of angry
faces) compared with healthy youths as assessed by the dot-
probe task. In that task, two images of faces are presented
briefly while the subject stares at a fixation point midway
between them. As used in this study, these are two images
of the same actor, one image showing a neutral expression
and the other an angry expression. After the images disappear,
a visual stimulus is presented at the locationwhere one of the
two images was shown, and the subject makes a response
indicating the directionality of the stimulus (either “,”

or “.”). Attention bias to the angry facial image is shown
by more rapid response when the stimulus is in the location
where the angry-face picture was presented.

ABMT adapts the dot-probe task to implicitly teach the
subject to pay more attention to the neutral stimuli and less
to the threatening stimuli—to correct involuntary biases by
making the location of the task-relevant target always the neu-
tral face, never the angry face. CBT targets voluntary compo-
nents of attention as well as having an exposure component.

ABMT has been studied both as a stand-alone treatment
and in combination with other treatments. In a 2015 meta-

analysis, ABMT as a stand-alone treatment for anxiety dis-
orders showed significant anxiety symptom reduction by
clinician evaluation but not by patient self-report (5). Two
studies, both very small, have examined ABMT augmenta-
tion strategies. One added ABMT to usual treatment in a resi-
dential treatment program, compared with usual treatment
plus attention control (N521 in each arm) and found greater
improvement in anxiety symptoms in the ABMT augmen-
tation group (6). The other study, which compared ABMT
plus CBT (N518) and placebo ABMT plus CBT (N525) in
adolescents seeking treatment in a child anxiety clinic,
found no difference between groups in number or severity
of symptoms as assessed by Anxiety Disorders Interview
Schedule but greater improvement in anxiety scores on the
Screen for Child Anxiety
Related Disorders in the
ABMTplusCBTgroup(7).

The White et al. study
included medication-free
youths with generalized
anxiety disorder, social
anxiety, and/or separation
anxiety without current
major depressive disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, or
posttraumatic stress disorder. Forty-three participants were
randomly assigned to receive CBT plus ABMT and 42 to
receive CBT plus placebo ABMT. The treatment consisted of
12 sessions of CBT using the CBT protocol from the Child/
Adolescent Anxiety Multimodal Study (1). ABMT or placebo
ABMT was delivered in two 5-minute sessions within CBT
sessions4 through12, onebefore theCBTandone immediately
after. Placebo ABMT was constructed by locating the probe
on the angry face side and the neutral face side 50% of the time
each instead of locating the probe on the neutral face side
100% of the time for ABMT.

Both treatment groups improved over the course of treat-
ment. The CBT plus ABMT group had significantly lower
posttreatment Pediatric Anxiety Rating Scale ratings com-
pared with the CBT plus placebo ABMT group, a differ-
ence of medium effect size. Categorical response analysis
based on the improvement item of the Clinical Global Im-
pressions scale showed no between-group differences.

Paralleling previous studies, patients in theWhite et al. study
showed greater positive right amygdala-insula connectivity on

This study adds to the
available data suggesting
that the addition of ABMT
to CBT increases the overall
response rate of anxiety
disorders in youths.
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trials when the probe was in the location of the angry face
(“congruent trials”), and healthy control subjects showed
greater positive amygdala-insula connectivity when the
probe was in the location of the neutral face (“incongruent
trials”). There were other findings related to connectivity
patterns and response to treatment, particularly in the
group receiving placebo ABMT. As noted by the authors,
the sample size for these comparisons was modest (usable
pretreatment functional MRI [fMRI] data were available
for 24 patients in the ABMT group and 30 in the placebo
ABMT group).

The important take-home messages of this study include
the following:

• ABMT is a treatment developed based on understanding
of neural circuitry underlying anxiety disorders; it may
work through distinctly different pathways than other
available treatments. It requires surprisingly little time to
deliver; in this study the ABMT augmentation consisted of
18 sessions, each lasting 5 minutes.

• This study adds to the available data suggesting that the
addition of ABMT to CBT increases the overall response
rate of anxiety disorders in youths.

• The imaging data in this study provide additional support
for the hypothesis that ABMT works through different
mechanisms than CBT and strongly supports similar fMRI
measures being incorporated in larger future trials of ABMT
augmentation.

There are many ways to improve overall treatment re-
sponse in specific psychiatric disorders. The aggregation of
many small improvements can together add up to substan-
tial gains. In addition, new treatments working through
new pathways offer the potential of making a substantial

improvement in a single step. ABMTmay ultimately prove to
offer this sort of large step in our treatment optimization.
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